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UBP-X800Get is a real theater experience with this 4K Ultra HD Blu-ray Player. The 4K UHD resolution gives you an image on the big screen, while Dolby Atmos® and DTS:X create a true theater atmosphere. Get a real theater experience with this 4K Ultra HD Blu-ray Player. The 4K UHD resolution gives you an image on the big screen, while Dolby
Atmos® and DTS:X create a true theater atmosphere. See the unrivalled visual clarity of 4K UHD Blu-ray™ Hear more detail with high-resolution audio and DSEE HX Anti-Vibration Construction for clearer sound Play of almost any disc and file format Stunning pictures with 4K upscaling up to 60p UBP-X800Get real-life movie experience with this 4K Ultra
HD Blu-ray player. The 4K UHD resolution gives you an image on the big screen, while Dolby Atmos® and DTS:X create a genuine movie atmosphere. Get a real movie experience with this 4K Ultra HD Blu-ray player. The 4K UHD resolution gives you an image on the big screen, while Dolby Atmos® and DTS:X create a genuine movie atmosphere. See the
unrivalled visual clarity of the 4K UHD Blu-ray Hear in more detail with high-resolution audio and DSEE HX Anti-vibration construction for clearer sound Play almost any disc and file format Stunning picture with 4K upscaling up to 60p B'H for B2B, Gov, Students and More Read 800.606.6969 Help About Us Live Chat Source Professional From 1973 Free
NYC STORE PICKUP Ready for an hour of free shipping on most orders over $49 Sony UBP-X800 4K Ultra HD ... Sony UBP-X800 4K Ultra HD HDR... Sony UBP-X800 A MULTIREGION... Sony UBP-X800 A MULTIREGION... Doing something for the first time can often be nerve-wracking. Bungee jumping, for example, or going on a date. And make
success even harder as you venture forward into uncharted territory. No doubt Sony had similar sentiments with the release of the UBP-X800, the company's first 4K Blu-ray player. But it can be easy to rest; The X800 is a definite success. MORE: Sony introduces UBP-X800 4K Blu-ray player and Dolby Atmos soundbarVideoSo, let's start with things a good
4K Blu-ray player should make a checklist. First: color. We feed the X800 a copy of the 4K HDR documentary Planet Earth II, and the vibration of color immediately amazes us. The azure horizon appears against the background of the white snow-covered Himalayas, not appearing oversaturated, and the subtle differences of shades in the fur of wild cats are
nuanced and natural. So far so good. The X800 certainly makes the most of the number of pixels it needs to play, too. Aside from the beautiful color, the fur of mountain cats is layered and crispy. You can also elaborate in more detail in rocky terrain, small cracks or rock fragments that other players don't pick up. MORE: HDR TV - What is it? How can you get
it? Planet Earth II has many long pans over vast landscapes, and even in the distance you can see faint signs of slopes and sharp corners even under the cover of snow. Nice It fares well during dark scenes too. We stream a few Charlie Brooker's Black Mirror is on Netflix and, during an episode of Playtest, the details and range of black hair of a grotesque
spider-creature helps make the distinction between hologram and reality all the more blurry. Although the XB800 supports HDR10, it's worth noting that Dolby Vision doesn't have HDR formats on its list and, speaking to Sony, it's unlikely to be in the future. Of course, this special HDR flavor is in its infancy (you can count the number of Dolby Vision 4K Bluray discs on one side) and you still need a compatible 4K TV to reap the rewards, but that's something to keep in mind. MORE: Planet Earth II - 4K Ultra HD Blu-ray reviewMoving down the level in terms of resolution, we download Blu-ray Guardians of the Galaxy.There is a good degree of dimension of the image, so when Starlord, Gamora and Raccoon
rocket plan their escape from the Kyln ship prison, with Groot reaching for the battery behind them, the difference between the front plan and the background is impressive, due to the complex way Sony UBP You don't have to worry about quality re-sign with this player. But when their best plans go south and superheroes are forced to improvise, the X800
has no problem moving from stationary planning to gun blazing battle. Star Lord jumps and flips tables, burly Drax punches, and frantic scrabbling rockets to avoid bullets all kept smooth and realistic (or as realistic as a movie with talking animals and God as villains can be). MORE: Ultra HD Blu-ray - all you need to know issoundThe video quality matches
clear sound quality too. We connect the X800 to the Yamaha RX-A3060 amplifier and our PMC Twenty5.23 speaker setting and find an easy, insightful character for a player who outs and outs of its main competitor, the Panasonic DMP-UB900. We play Fantastic Beasts and Where to Find Them, and when Eddie Redmayne's Newt Scamander catches a
magical, coin-splattering Niffler (duck-like creature) knocking gold coins falling to the floor has a sheen to it that, although never a moment on the verge of bright, adds a little sparkle to the sound. MORE: A complete list of 4K Ultra HD Blu-ray releasesEffects, such as hatching a monster egg sharp and fast, and stand out against the background of the
soundtrack. It is well organized, with each sound effect having its own clear, clearly defined space. And while it has no problem with large-scale sounds, it does come through in its low-level dynamics. During the second scene of the film, in which Muggle Jacob Kowalski goes to the bank, offering baking to try to ease his financial woes, emotions both in the
steely failure of the bank manager and the disappointment of Kowalski's whisper are indeed quite expressive. The same can be said during the game Blu-ray Stevie Wonder: Live At Last; The feeling of this player being in superstition will easily get your foot tapping as fast Bash out of an infectious rhythm. There's an openness to Wonder's vocals as his voice
naturally strains, setting up a chorus. When he finally gets there the X800 provides a huge sense of energy and dynamism - the player refuses to shy away from the challenge. MORE: Dolby Atmos: What is it? How can you get it? FeaturesSetting to Sony UBP-X800 couldn't be easier. The remote control is well sized, the buttons feel good, and the special Net
Service button - which takes you to the latest used app - means that non-Netflix subscribers have a button for their most used streaming service too. If you're a Netflix subscriber, you have your own special button. The X800 comes with expected support from Netflix and Amazon Video, as well as BBC iPlayer, Demand 5, Spotify and a host of other options.
While it's not a full list - ITV Hub and All4 are missing - those with 4K HDR TV are likely to find the full range of services available through their TV. You can also transfer your Android smartphone to the player via Miracast, and if you're among the dwindling number of people with a 3D TV, the X800 plays 3D movies too. Support is also supported by SACD
playback. MORE: The best 4K TVs of 2017 There's also USB input for video and audio hidden under the panel on the player's right side. Much like other Sony players, you can connect it wirelessly with other compatible speakers through your SonyPal app, or stream audio via Bluetooth to some wireless speakers if you don't want to bother others with the
noise from your TV. Twin HDMI outputs give you the ability to send sound to the sound system and feed the image to the projector. MORE: Best Blu-ray and 4K Blu-ray Players 2017VerdictIf you're in the market for a quality 4K Blu-ray player, this is the one we recommend. It's got clear, detailed and colorful images, sounds great, and easy to use. The X800
certainly met Sony's high standard - and set a high standard for its competition. See all our reviews of Sony UBP-X800 4K Ultra HD... Sony UBP-X800 4K Ultra HD HDR... Sony UBP-X800 A MULTIREGION... Sony UBP-X800 A MULTIREGION... Sony may have given UHD Blu-ray a short end stick with the PS4 Pro, but now offers numerous dedicated 4K
Blu-ray players: custom installations only UBP-X1000ES, the brand new X700 and this main torch bearer, the UBP-X800. The UBP-X800 is not just a UHD-drive spinner, it's a heavily specified media machine. In addition to playing Blu-ray, DVD and CD, it is also compatible with Super Audio CDs and DVDs, and plays well with barrel high-res audio codecs.
It's not ideal - we'd like to see Dolby Vision and an even lower price, which is more in line with the X700 - but it's arguably the best specified Blu-ray player in its class even now, a year after its release. The design and build qualityCosmetically, the UBP-X800 is similar to Sony's previous Blu-ray player, UHP-H1. The design is clean and minimalist. The full
width of the 430 mm model it has glossy fascia and distinctive stippled top cover. The connection includes two HDMI outlets, one v2.0 HDCP 2.2 enabled, the other audio-only v1.4 outlet for use with home theater receivers that do not support 4K video passage. There's also one digital audio coaxial. The deck supports dual-core Wi-Fi and Bluetooth, with
Sony's LDAC stock expanding. The player also allows Bluetooth pairing with wireless headphones. Naturally, there is an Ethernet LAN nest for wired networks. On the front of the fascia is a USB 2.0 port, with a second at the back. The player can work out his sound and video through individual HDMI ports Semi-sized remote control deck sports a dedicated
Netflix button. When it comes to creating, Sony has really stepped up its game. The player uses the same frame and beam design that is visible on his predesor, but adds additional reinforcement to better manage the resonance. As well as the new internal 1.2mm invigorating racks, there are leg beams linking the player's legs. The deck weighs an
encouragingly hefty 3.8kg. UBP-X800 uses the same MediaTek platform used by Oppo and Cambridge Audio UHD players, but you'll never guess what's from the user interface. Works, all we see is a tiled interface that offers easy access to features and features. This can be configured with content sources as you think. There's a decent amount of
streaming services on tap, depending on the local: Amazon Video, Netflix and YouTube all support 4K streaming, although (at the time of writing) only Netflix offers HDR. The semi-sized sports deck special button Netflix player also supports Miracast Screen Mirror from compatible devices and DLNA compatible. He instantly identified our NAS and Twonky
Media servers. The compatibility of audio phases is impressive. The UBP-X800 plays 24-bit FLAC and DSD up to 11.2 MHz, as well as WAV, AAC, MP3, APE and Ogg. To make the most of the loss-making files, there's Sony's Low Bitrate DSEE-HX sound amplifier. Video support includes MKVs, which probably all most people will need, as well as MPEG,
MOV and AVI and m2ts, all upscaling to 2160p. The deck can have movies ready for hire in as little as 36 seconds. PerformancePicture quality is excellent. In terms of resolution, this Sony delivers everything to the screen with zero artifacts or anomalies. The color performance is exceptional. The player interpolates UHD with up to 4:4:4 subtitles, and
presents a strip of free colors. Unlike Panasonic's competing UHD players, the player does not offer selected output modes. Instead, it automatically sends the maximum amount of data within the capabilities of the connected screen. For example, if your 4K TV supports UHD on a 60p drive, the player will output 2160p, with a frame rate of 60p, a deep color
at 12bit, and chrome at 4:4:4.If your display can't With this, the deck gradually reduces the amount of data in the following order of priority: resolution, frame rate, HDR, deep color and color space. Sony insiders tell me that the final tuning tuning image guru from Sony Pictures and you will definitely get the feeling that you are watching the studio class master
material. Night time action in John Wick 2 (UHD Blu-ray) proves a stunning showcase for high contrast images, with excellent shadows detailing matched with bright neon colors. When it comes to high dynamic range content, the deck supports HDR10 as standard, but not Dolby Vision. This will only be a concern if you have a Dolby Vision compatible display.
There has been a lot of speculation as to whether Sony could or will add Dolby Vision to the X800 through a firmware update, but the company has repeatedly told us that it's not on the cards. If you don't have an HDR TV, there's an HDR-to-SDR converter that displays peak brightness and color gradation. The player does a fabulous job of upscaling
standard Blu-rays. Star Wars: The Force Awakens is a cracking drive by any standards, but to spin on the UBP-X800 we swear that we could see additional details and textures. Video aside, the X800 is also a first-rate audio player. The multi-channel Hi-Res Audio, delivered by HDMI, sounds sensational. The reptile, Eric Clapton, from the album of the same
name, in DVD-A, magically immersed. We liked the build quality of the UBP-X800 exudes. The fact that the player is almost silent is a testament to his build quality. Image performance is a first-rate, not only with UHD Blu-rays, but also vanilla flavored HD discs too. It's also a sensationally good source of sound, with welcome compatibility for esoteric disk and
High-Res Audio files. We didn't like the main bone of contention with the UBP-X800 is the lack of support for Dolby Vision. Putting aside the relative lack of Dolby Vision Blu-ray discs, this seems to depend more on product development cycles and timing, rather than on any philosophical fixation of the PS4 Pro-style. The lack of analog audio output limits the
system's connectivity, but we think Sony needs to sell you up to its UBP-X1000ES models some like. Final VerdictYYOu may pay both more and less for the UHD Blu-ray player, but Sony hits such a sweet spot with the UBP-X800 that we suspect you don't want to. Beautifully built, and capable of superb video and audio, this deck has appeal for both home
theater lovers and audio junkies alike. Sony took its time to roll out the UHD Blu-ray, but the wait was worth it. This is a class-leading UHD drive spinner that is more than able to challenge more expensive models. The performance of the image is excellent, and it's a versatile music player too. Too. sony ubp-x800 canada. sony ubp-x800 calibration. sony
ubpx800/ca. sony ubp x800/ca review. sony ubp x800/ca blu-ray player. sony ubp x800 caracteristicas. sony ubp x800 ca. sony ubp-x800 hdmi cable
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